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EmmaÕs life is a mess. Her best friend isnÕt talking to her, and the boy sheÕs known forever and dismissed
has turned into a hottie. As if that werenÕt enough, her preacher parents have decided not to pay for college
unless Emma goes to a Christian school, something she will never do. Enter the Crispy DreamÑa new donut
franchise where people camp out waiting to be the first ones served. The local paper is running a scholarship
for the person who writes the best feature story about the donut camp. Joining the camp could be EmmaÕs
big chance at taking control of her future. But itÕs going to take a lot of faith in the human spiritÑand a few
donutsÑto change her life.
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From reader reviews:

Billy Stinson:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you can
add your knowledge by the reserve entitled Donut Days. Try to the actual book Donut Days as your friend. It
means that it can for being your friend when you really feel alone and beside regarding course make you
smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you much more confidence
because you can know almost everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and knowledge
with this book.

Teresa Sullivan:

Information is provisions for folks to get better life, information presently can get by anyone on everywhere.
The information can be a know-how or any news even a huge concern. What people must be consider
whenever those information which is from the former life are challenging to be find than now could be
taking seriously which one works to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you obtain the
unstable resource then you understand it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you.
All those possibilities will not happen in you if you take Donut Days as your daily resource information.

Caroline Gonzalez:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their spare time with their family, or their
own friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, about to beach, or picnic within
the park. They actually doing same every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something different to fill
your current free time/ holiday? Can be reading a book may be option to fill your totally free time/ holiday.
The first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you want to try out look
for book, may be the e-book untitled Donut Days can be good book to read. May be it could be best activity
to you.

Joyce Martinez:

That book can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Donut Days was colourful and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book Donut Days has many kinds or genre. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and believe you are the
character on there. Therefore not at all of book are make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and
chill out. Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading in which.
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